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Ferrari celebrates  more than seven decades  of Italian motorsport. Image credit: Ferrari

 
By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

Italian automaker Ferrari is  ringing in its 75th anniversary at the Goodwood Festival of Speed with the debut of five
new models.

The brand will be represented by a number of devoted collectors who have entered a display of classic racing
models, from the first 125S to the 250 LM. Between June 23-26, 2022, Ferrari will unveil its 's first V6-hybrid, the 296
GTB, the SF90 Spider, 812 Competizione, Daytona SP3 and the Ferrari SP38

Decades of racing
The range is accompanied by the Ferrari Roma, an elegant and stylish 2+2 front-mid-engined V8 coupe that intends
to embody the Italian "la dolce vita" lifestyle.

Class ic Ferrari vehicles  from collectors  around the world will s tand in the spotlight this  week. Image credit: Ferrari

Alongside it sits the Ferrari Monza SP2, another limited series car from the Ferrari Icona range, which takes
inspiration from the racing barchettas of Ferrari's history.

The 75th-anniversary celebrations are also being supported by passionate Ferrari collectors who have brought their
own classic racing Ferrari cars, representing 75 years of iconic moments in motorsport.
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In March, the brand looked back on its history of technological innovation and creative design as it celebrates 75
years since the debut of its  first vehicle: the V12-powered Ferrari 125S.

Although founded in 1939 by Enzo Ferrari out of the racing arm of Alfa Romeo, the company built its  first vehicle in
1940 and debuted its first branded car in 1947 in Maranello. Since then, Ferrari has built off its  owner's strive for
excellence while continuously looking to lead the automotive industry (see story).
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